
LEVEL & CLASS PLAYER NAME

BACKGROUND RACE EXPERIENCE Next Level
CHARACTER NAME

AC DESCRIPTIONSTR INT
Armor

STRENGTH DEX WIS
Shield

CON CHA
MAXIMUM PROFICIENCY ARMOR Dex Medium Armor Heavy Armor

RESISTANCES HIT POINTS BONUS CLASS
Magic

Misc

Temporary Hit Points: Misc

DEXTERITY ARMOR

CURRENT HIT POINTS INITIATIVE

INSPIRATION

SUCCESSES LEVEL DIE USED ENCUMBERED

ABILITY
SAVE DC

CONSTITUTION SAVING THROWS FAILURES

DEATH
SAVES HIT DICE SPEED

ARMOR
Light Medium Heavy Shields

WEAPONS
FEATURE MAX RECOVER USED Simple Martial Other Weapons:

INTELLIGENCE
LANGUAGES TOOLS & OTHERS

WISDOM

LIMITED FEATURES PROFICIENCIES

ACTIONS BONUS ACTIONS REACTIONS

CHARISMA

SKILLS ACTIONS

ATTACK NAME RANGE TO HIT DAMAGE DAMAGE TYPE

PASSIVE WISDOM (PERCEPTION)

DESCRIPTION

SENSES

NAME TOTAL NAME TOTAL

AMMUNITION AMMUNITION ATTACKS: WEAPONS & CANTRIPS

P
P

P

R
R R

O
O O

F

F FEXP

Pierre Gibault

DCI

Québécois
4 Firebrand (Chaplain)

Parishioner Scholar 2,700 6,500

12

+1

+1

14

+2

+2

14

+2

+2

12

+1

+1

8

-1

+1

18

+4

+6
●

●

   
   
   

   
   
   

Adv. on saves vs. charmed

Acrobatics (Dex) 
 
Animal Handling (Wis) 
 
Arcana (Int) 
 
Athletics (Str) 
 
Deception (Cha) 
 
History (Int) 
 
Insight (Wis) 
 
Intimidation (Cha) 
 
Investigation (Int) 
 
Medicine (Wis) 
 
Nature (Int) 
 
Perception (Wis) 
 
Performance (Cha) 
 
Persuasion (Cha) 
 
Religion (Int) 
 
Sleight of Hand (Dex) 
 
Stealth (Dex) 
 
Survival (Wis) 
 

+2
-1
+1
+1
+4

● +3
-1
+4

● +3
-1
+1
-1

● +6
+4

● +3
+2

● +4
-1

● +4 Tinker's tools (Dex)

9

+235

4 d8+2

15

+2

20 ft

30 ft

12

2

1

Broadcloth Coat

Defense Fighting Style

    CHARISMA14

Careful Study 1    SR
Best Laid Plans 1    LR
Resolve 4    LR

●

● ●

 Pistols, Cuttoe, Longsword

 English 
 Anishinaabe 
 Catawban 
 German 
 French 
 Spanish 

 Horn 
 Tinker's tools 
  
 Tool Curiosity: 
 ◆ Disguise kit 
  

 Rhetorical Flourish 
  
  
  
  
  

 Careful Study 
 Best Laid Plans 
  
  
  
  

 Silver Tongue 
  
  
  
  
  

PROF ABILITY

Brown Bess Musket ✔ Dex 60/240 ft +4 2d8+2 Piercing
Heavy, two-handed, reload 1, misfire 2

Brown Bess (Bayonet) ✔ Str Melee +3 1d8+1 Piercing
Heavy, two-handed

Highland Pistol ✔ Dex 30/120 ft +4 2d6+2 Piercing
Versatile (2d8), reload 1, misfire 2

Highland Pistol ✔ Dex 30/120 ft +4 2d6+2 Piercing
Versatile (2d8), reload 1, misfire 2
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PERSONALITY TRAITS

IDEALS

BONDS

FLAWS

Feature Name: 

BACKGROUND FEATURE

CLASS FEATURES RACIAL TRAITS

ADVENTURING GEAR # ADVENTURING GEAR # ADVENTURING GEAR #
CP

SP

EP

GP

PP

WEIGHT CARRIED

ENCUMBERED

HEAVILY ENCUMBERED

PUSH/DRAG/LIFT

SUBTOTAL SUBTOTAL SUBTOTAL

EQUIPMENT

Firebrand, Level 4 
◆ Gambits (Firebrand 1) [3 cantrips known] 
   I can cast prepared firebrand gambits, using Charisma as my ability 
   I can cast my known gambits as rituals if they have the ritual tag 
◆ Bear Witness (Firebrand 1) [1x per long rest] 
   I have advantage on Intelligence(Investigation) checks vs. illusions. When I succeed on a check 
   to catch someone in a lie, see through an illusion, or find a deception, can ask GM 1 question: 
      ◦ Who is orchestrating the deceit? 
      ◦ What is being hidden? 
      ◦ When did the deception begin? 
      ◦ Where can you find evidence of the truth? 
      ◦ Why was it hidden from you? 
      ◦ How many accomplices are involved? 
◆ Defense Fighting Style (Firebrand 3) 
   +1 bonus to AC when I'm wearing armor 
 
Firebrand (Chaplain), level 4: 
◆ Inspirational Message (Chaplain 1) 
   I know the Message cantrip; when I cast it I can take Help action to aid the creature instead of 
   the cantrip's normal effects. I can aid their attack, but the target must be within 30 ft. 
 
◆ Resolve (Firebrand 2) [5× per long rest] 
   I can spend resolve to fuel special actions 
◆ Benediction (Chaplain 2) [1 resolve point per gambit level, minimum 1] 
   If gambit/cantrip has a target of one and not self, I can aim it at second target within range. 
   It must must not involve making an attack, or offer the target a saving throw to resist effects. 
◆ Silver Tongue (Force of Will) [1 resolve point] 
   I can force a target within 60 ft to reroll a Charisma save, I decide to use high or low roll 
◆ Rhetorical Flourish (Firebrand 3) 
   I can spend 3 resolve points to cast a 2nd-level Chaplain vocation gambit, without expending 
   a gambit slot.

I have spent my life studying, and as such do not have much 
worldly experience. I regularly offer wisdom from my faith to 
everyone I meet.

Kindness. I endeavor to help those less fortunate than me. 
(Good)

The worship hall is stifling. I secretly long for adventure.

I can be dangerously naive.

True Faith

In times of despair, my faith gives me hope. I encourage those 
around me with rites and sermons, encouraging them to persevere 
against adversity. If I take at least 10 minutes to lead a ceremony or 
give a sermon, people nearby who share my faith are heartened by 
my words and become friendly toward me and my party. They may 
offer me shelter, supplies, or additional information.

Tool Curiosity: I have proficiency with any tool of my choice. After 
seven days of practice and research, I can choose a different tool. 
 
Careful Study:  As a bonus action, I can gain double proficiency 
bonus to an ability check I am proficient in once per short rest. If I 
use the Help action, I can grant this benefit to the creature I aid. 
 
Best Laid Plans: If not surprised when I roll initiative, I can take Ready 
action and write the details in secret (Help, Search, or Use an Object 
action, or gambit cast on self). I maintain my plan for the encounter 
and act when the conditions are met. I can't use this feature again 
until I finish a long rest. 
 
Cantrip: I know one cantrip of my choice from the firebrand gambit 
list. Charisma is my spellcasting ability for it. 
Rational Skepticism: I have advantage on saving throws against 
being charmed. 
 
Scholar (+2 Charisma, +2 Intelligence)

Holy symbol
A religious tool or piece of writing
Horn 2
Tinker's tools 10

Backpack, with: 5
- Blanket 3
- Candles 10
- Tinderbox 1
- Alms box 1
- Incense, blocks of 2
- Censer 1
- Vestments 4
- Rations, days of 2 2
- Waterskin 5

36

HEAD: Sturdy tricorne 0.5
I gain a bonus to my hit point
maximum equal to my Charisma
modifier.
SHOULDERS: Baldric 1
I can equip 1 additional two-handed
weapon.

CHEST: Bayonet strap 0.5
I can spend 5 feet of movement
to affix or remove a bayonet.
WAIST: Sachet case 5
I can use an action to regain one
gambit slot (up to 3rd level). The  
case can't be used again for 24 hours
FEET: Light brogans 3
I have resistance to falling damage
and do not land prone if I suffer it.

10

Clerical clothing or regalia 6

6

61 - 120 lb

68 lb

181 - 360 lb

LB LB LB

ATTUNED MAGICAL ITEMS

CARRYING CAPACITY

180 lb
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1ST LEVEL 2ND LEVEL 3RD LEVEL 4TH LEVEL 5TH LEVEL 6TH LEVEL 7TH LEVEL 8TH LEVEL 9TH LEVEL

SPELL SLOTS
CHARACTER NAME

Pierre Gibault

SPELLCASTING ABILITY ATTACK MODIFIER SAVING THROW DC
FIREBRAND GAMBITS

TO PREPARE

  Charisma 6 +6 DC 14

CANTRIPS (0 LEVEL)

2ND LEVEL

1ST LEVEL

ME SPELL DESCRIPTION SAVE  SCHOOL TIME RANGE COMP DURATION B PG.

AT 
WILL
AT 
WILL Friends Adv. on Cha checks vs. 1 crea currently not hostile; when spell ends, crea knows and becomes hostile —  Ench 1 a Self S,M Conc, 1 min
AT 
WILL
AT 
WILL Guidance 1 willing creature adds 1d4 to ability check of its choice, after rolling, once during the duration —  Div 1 a Touch V,S Conc, 1 min R 151
AT 
WILL
AT 
WILL Message 1 crea I point to hears whispered message and can reply with a whisper; nobody can overhear —  Trans 1 a 120 ft V,S,M 1 rnd R 164
AT 
WILL
AT 
WILL Resistance 1 willing crea can add 1d4 to one saving throw after rolling, once during the duration —  Abjur 1 a Touch V,S,M Conc, 1 min R 175
AT 
WILL
AT 
WILL Spare the Dying 1 living creature with 0 current HP becomes stable —  Necro 1 a Touch V,S Instantaneous R 181

ME SPELL DESCRIPTION SAVE  SCHOOL TIME RANGE COMP DURATION B PG.

Bane 3+1/SL creatures save or have to subtract 1d4 on every attack or save for the duration Cha  Ench 1 a 30 ft V,S,M Conc, 1 min R 120
Barbed Spike Cannon disabled or hinge jammed; Str(Smith/Carpenter's tools) vs. DC, dis. if inappropriate tool —  Trans 1 min Touch S,M Permanent

) Bless 3+1/SL creatures can add 1d4 on every attack roll or saving throw during the duration —  Ench 1 a 30 ft V,S,M Conc, 1 min R 122
Charm Person 1+1/SL humanoids, each max 30 ft apart, save or charmed; adv. on save if me/ally is fighting it Wis  Ench 1 a 30 ft V,S 1 h R 124
Compelled Duel 1 crea save or dis. on attacks vs. not-you and save if moving more than 30 ft away Wis  Ench 1 bns 30 ft V Conc, 1 min
Comp. Languages (R) Understand all spoken language or written language when touched; does not help vs. cyphers —  Div 1 a Self V,S,M 1 h R 126
Create Draught Create Poultice of Healing or Hellebore, Poison Sumac, Wasp Venom, or Widow's Bite poisons; see book—  Necro 1 min Self S,M 8 h
Cure Wounds 1 living creature heals 1d8+1d8/SL+spellcasting ability modifier HP —  Evoc 1 a Touch V,S Instantaneous R 132
Dead Drop Find cache of ammo/supplies; must be near town; can leave hidden message 25 words or less; see book —  Div 1 h 1 mile M Till triggered
Disguise Self Alter appearance; Int(Investigation) check vs. spell DC to determine disguise —  Illus 1 a Self V,S 1 h (D) R 135

) Divine Favor My weapon attacks deal an +1d4 Radiant damage for the duration —  Evoc 1 bns Self V,S Conc, 1 min R 136
Expeditious Retreat I can take Dash action now, and as a bonus action for the duration —  Trans 1 bns Self V,S Conc, 10 min R 141
Healing Word 1 living creature heals 1d4+1d4/SL+spellcasting ability modifier HP —  Evoc 1 bns 60 ft V Instantaneous R 153
Heroism 1+1/SL crea immune to fear, gain spellcasting ability modifier temp. HP start of each turn as spell lasts —  Ench 1 a Touch V,S Conc, 1 min R 154
Identify (R) 1 magical item or magic-imbued crea/obj; learn properties, how to use, and spells affecting it (100gp) —  Div 1 min Touch V,S,Mƒ Instantaneous R 155
Illusory Script (R) Write a message that only I, designated crea, and any with truesight can understand (10gp cons.) —  Illus 1 min Touch S,M† 10 days R 156
Non Sequitur Up to 3 crea save or distracted; they are surprised for 1 round & I have adv. on Cha checks against them—  Ench 1 bns 30 ft V,S Instantaneous
Rhetoric I can make Cha checks using Cha(Performance); roll of 7 or less treated as 8 —  Ench 1 bns Self V Conc, 10 min
Sanctuary 1 crea warded; any who want to attack/target must first make save; doesn't protect vs. area spells Wis  Abjur 1 bns 30 ft V,S,M 1 min R 176

) Shield of Faith 1 creature gains +2 AC for the duration —  Abjur 1 bns 60 ft V,S,M Conc, 10 min R 179
Wrathful Smite Next melee weapon hit +1d6 Psychic dmg and save or frightened; it can take 1 a for extra save Wis  Evoc 1 bns Self V Conc, 1 min

) Aid 3 creatures gain 5+5/SL current HP and HP max for the duration —  Abjur 1 a 30 ft V,S,M 8 h R 114
) Prayer of Healing 6 living creatures heal 2d8+1d8/SL+spellcasting ability modifier HP —  Evoc 10 min 30 ft V Instantaneous R 170
) Sally Forth 1 willing crea +2 AC, speed doubled, adv. on Dex saves, break for extra action (as Haste) or to reload —  Ench 1 a 30 feet V Conc, 1 min
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Frequently Asked Questions 
MorePurpleMoreBetter’s D&D 5th edition Character Record Sheet 


Follow and support the sheets’ progress on patreon.com/morepurplemorebetter 
Please contact me if you have any questions! 


ENworld Forum @BetterOfPurple /u/morepurplemorebetter 
 


As the Character Record Sheet has reached a high level of complexity, not everything will be as 


intuitive for everyone. Although this FAQ is made for MPMB’s Character Record Sheet, most of it 


applies to MPMB’s Spell Sheets per Class and MPMB’s Adventure Logsheet as well. 


FAQ version: 15 June 2018 


Table of contents 


1 GENERAL / TECHNICAL ISSUES 


1.1 Where are all the options? Why can’t I find everything from the Player’s Handbook? 
1.2 The PDF is not working, what could it be? 
1.3 Can I use the sheets on a mobile device (Android, iOS)? 
1.4 How can I report a bug? 
1.5 Why does generating a Spell Sheet or adding new pages take so long? 
1.6 Why are some bookmarks greyed out? 
1.7 Why can I only set a PDF file as portrait/symbol? 
1.8 Why is the text in the dialogs being cut off? 
1.9 Is this sheet available in another language than English? 


2 DIFFERENT VERSIONS & UPDATING 


2.1 What different MPMB products are there? 
2.2 What is the difference between the Colourful and Printer Friendly (Redesign) versions? 
2.3 How can I update to the latest version? 
2.4 Why didn’t everything come along when updating to the latest version? 
2.5 Why are (some) images not importing to a new PDF? 
2.6 Are there MPMB products for older editions of D&D? 


3 USING THE SHEETS 


3.1 I’m doing Adventurers League play; can I use this sheet? 
3.2 Why are not all pages visible? 
3.3 How do I print a blank sheet, without the form fields? 
3.4 How do I change the calculated values and modifiers (e.g. from magic items)? 
3.5 How do I add the firearms from the DMG? 
3.6 How do I add the Honour or Sanity ability? 
3.7 What does the abbreviation “HoS” stand for? 
3.8 What is the source “All official WotC backgrounds” and how does it work? 
3.9 Class features are greyed-out, how do I make them work? 
3.10 Why isn’t my prestige class recognized? 
3.11 Why are not all the Cantrips present as a weapon option? 
3.12 How does the Wild Shape calculation work? 
3.13 How do I select a racial variant (e.g. variant human or colour of dragonborn)? 
3.14 How do I make a multiclass character? 


4 ADDING (CUSTOM) OPTIONS TO THE SHEETS 


4.1 How can I add a class/race/feat/spell/background to the sheet? 
4.2 Will you add this content I found (or made)? 
4.3 What rules does this sheet use? 
4.4 When will the newest Wizards of the Coast material be added? 


5 CREATING ADDITIONAL CONTENT FOR THE SHEET 


5.1 How to get started 
5.2 Please post your creations! 
5.3 My script is getting an error, but it doesn’t say where? 
5.4 Note on Racial Variants (RaceSubList) 
5.5 How do I add my own automation to the sheet? 



https://www.patreon.com/morepurplemorebetter

https://flapkan.com/contact

http://www.enworld.org/forum/showthread.php?400044-D-amp-D-5e-Character-Sheet-%28form-fillable-calculated%29-and-Spell-Sheet-generator-%28incl-all-spells-classes%29&goto=newpost

https://twitter.com/BetterOfPurple

https://www.reddit.com/user/morepurplemorebetter
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1 GENERAL / TECHNICAL ISSUES 


1.1 Where are all the options? Why can’t I find everything from 


the Player’s Handbook? 
The sheets only contain the materials that are in the System Reference Document (SRD). This is because 


MPMB’s Character Record Sheets are not licensed by Wizards of the Coast to contain any of their 


copyrighted materials. Thus, the sheets can only legally encompass the materials that Wizards of the 


Coast has freely made available for others, using the Open Game License. 


Note that getting these PDFs licensed is not a viable option, because then they would no longer be 


available for free. 


However, you can expand the content of the sheets yourself with the help of the script import function, 


as is explained in the How-To Guide on MPMB’s website. 


1.2 The PDF is not working, what could it be? 
When something is not working, it can be due to many things, but most often it is an issue with the 


software you are using to view the PDF or that you are not using the latest version of MPMB’s 


Character Record Sheet. Use the “Get the Latest Version” bookmark to see if there is an update. 


Adobe Acrobat only! 
MPMB’s Character Sheets only work with Adobe Acrobat DC (Reader, Standard, or Pro) on a PC that 


runs Windows or Mac OS X. Adobe Acrobat for mobile devices such as Android, iOS, or Windows 


Phone is not supported, nor is Adobe Acrobat installed through the Windows Store or Adobe Acrobat 


run in a browser. 


The reason for the sheet only working in Adobe Acrobat on Windows or Mac OS X is that it is the only 


software that fully supports the full JavaScript API that the sheets require to run their automations. 


You can get Adobe Acrobat Reader DC for free using this link.  


Make sure JavaScript is enabled in Adobe Acrobat 
If you are already running Adobe Acrobat DC, then make sure that JavaScript is enabled. You can do 


this by going to: Edit >> Preferences (Ctrl + K) >> JavaScript. 


Re-install Adobe Acrobat 
It won't hurt to try a fresh install of Adobe Acrobat. Follow these steps: 


1. Uninstall your Adobe Acrobat installation; 


2. Run the Adobe Reader and Acrobat Cleaner Tool; 


3. Restart your machine; 


4. Install Adobe Acrobat Reader DC again. 


Mac OS users 
Important notice for Mac users: never, ever use Preview on Mac to open one of MPMB’s sheets. 


Preview has the unfortunate security precaution of removing all JavaScript from the PDF and then 


immediately auto-saving it. As a result, if you open the sheet with Preview even once, it will be broken 


beyond recovery. You will then have to start again with a fresh sheet. 


Report a bug 
If updating your software does not resolve your issue, there might well be something wrong with the 


sheet. Please look through this FAQ document and the online FAQ to see if you can find a solution. If 


not, you can always report a bug through the website. You can go there directly using the “Report a 


Bug” bookmark (listed under “Contact MPMB”). 



http://dnd.wizards.com/articles/features/systems-reference-document-srd

https://flapkan.com/ogl

https://flapkan.com/how-to/import-scripts#Importing-a-script

https://get.adobe.com/reader/

https://labs.adobe.com/downloads/acrobatcleaner.html

https://get.adobe.com/reader/

https://flapkan.com/faq
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When reporting a bug, please include the JavaScript error code that the sheet produces (if any). If you 


don’t see an error code, make sure that showing JavaScript errors is enabled in Adobe Acrobat. You 


can do this by going to: Edit >> Preferences (Ctrl + K) >> JavaScript; and putting a checkmark in the 


box labelled “Show console on errors and messages”. 


1.3 Can I use the sheets on a mobile device (Android, iOS)? 
The full features of MPMB’s Character Record Sheet are only available when using Adobe Acrobat DC 


on Windows or Mac OS X and not in Adobe Acrobat for mobile devices, see 1.2. 


The “Flatten” button/bookmark is intended as a solution for tablet users. The idea is that you set up 


your sheet on a proper PC and press “Flatten” before bringing the sheet over to your tablet (or other 


mobile device). Now you can only edit the fields needed during play and all functions that can’t work 


on your tablet are hidden. After you are done with play, transfer your sheet back to your PC, open it 


with Adobe Acrobat, and press “Flatten”. Now you have a sheet that can be edited fully again. 


1.4 How can I report a bug? 
Please only report a bug if you are certain that you found something wrong with the latest version of 


the sheet and that subject isn't covered in this FAQ and it is not the result of using the wrong software 


(see 1.2). 


You can report a bug here on MPMB’s website. 


1.5 Why does generating a Spell Sheet or adding new pages take 


so long? 
Unfortunately the automatic generation of a spell sheet or new pages can take a very long time because 


it requires Adobe Acrobat to generate one or more pages from the hidden built-in templates. The 


amount of time required for generating these pages depends on the amount of form fields on them. 


Thus, the spell sheet pages takes much longer than other pages with less form fields on them, like the 


Notes pages. System performance does not seem to affect this by the much (i.e. older systems and 


newer systems will run it just about as fast). Thus, it can easily take several minutes to generate a spell 


sheet that contains all the cleric spells, for example. 


If you are concerned that your Adobe Acrobat is frozen, simply take a look and see if the process is 


still using CPU (with Task Manager for example). If the program stays at 0% or close to 0% CPU usage, 


than it is probably frozen. If it is still using CPU, than you will have to wait a bit longer for it to finish. 


1.6 Why are some bookmarks greyed out? 
Bookmarks are greyed out when the relevant page is not visible. When you make the page visible, 


while using Adobe Acrobat Standard or Pro, the bookmark becomes its normal black colour again. 


Similarly, when you make a page hidden while using Adobe Acrobat Standard or Pro, the bookmark 


becomes greyed out. 


Unfortunately, Adobe has restricted the editing of bookmarks in Adobe Acrobat Reader. As a result, 


you will not see any bookmarks change colour while using Adobe Acrobat Reader. 


1.7 Why can I only set a PDF file as portrait/symbol? 
To set an image from another source than a PDF file, you need either Adobe Acrobat Pro, or the January 


2017 update (or later) of Adobe Acrobat Reader DC. Unfortunately, Adobe had this feature restricted 


on earlier version of Adobe Acrobat Reader. 



https://flapkan.com/contact/bug_report

https://get.adobe.com/reader/
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1.8 Why is the text in the dialogs being cut off? 
If you run your computer with display scaling (sometimes called DPI scaling) other than 100%, you 


will unfortunately have misbehaving dialogs. Display scaling is often used on laptops and other 


devices with a screen that has a high resolution, but is physically small. 


Running at higher than 100% can result in text being cut off, rows not aligning, or whole segments 


of the dialog being invisible. If possible, please try to use the dialogs on a machine that has display 


scaling set to 100%. Note that a change in DPI scaling will not affect Adobe Acrobat until you restart 


your machine. 


Some dialogs might be too tall for your screen resolution, causing the bottom part to be inaccessible. 


Note that you can often use ENTER to press “OK” and ESC to press “Cancel” in a dialog. 


If you don’t know what display scaling is and whether or not is turned on or not on your machine, 


just Google the term “How to change DPI scaling on Windows 10” (with your Windows version 


number/name). 


1.9 Is this sheet available in another language than English? 
Currently there are no translated versions of this sheet and English is the only version. 


However, adding multi-language support is on the to-do list. It was the $2000 goal for 


MorePurpleMoreBetter’s Patreon, which has long been passed. Adding support for multiple languages 


is currently taking a back seat to the development of other, more pressing, features, but it is being 


worked on. There is a lot of work to be done before translated versions can be made, because it requires 


a lot of the JavaScript code to be re-written. 


But even when the multi-language support is there, it won’t mean that the sheet is available in another 


language all of a sudden. For that, I need your help! 


I’m open to making translated versions, but not for doing the actual translations, because they take up 


a lot of time and there is little to no interest in a Dutch version of D&D (and I’m not capable of doing 


D&D in any other language than English or Dutch). A translated version would ideally have 


everything translated, from the basic text on the sheet (i.e. “Height”, “Abilities”, “Equipment”), all the 


auto-fill content (i.e. what is filled when you select a race, background, class, etc.), down to all the 


text in the pop-up dialogs. All together this constitutes about 8000 lines of code (only counting the 


textual code). With a rough estimate, this is comparable to a 150-page book. 


If you are interested in helping with the translated version for your native language, please contact 


me. Note that it will probably be some time before I respond, but your name will be added to the list 


of people who want to help translating even if you don’t get a response. 


 


 


 


 



https://flapkan.com/contact

https://flapkan.com/contact
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2 DIFFERENT VERSIONS & UPDATING 


2.1 What different MPMB products are there? 
MPMB's Character Record Sheet 
This is the character builder, the main product. It tries to house all parts of your character's 


administration in one handy PDF. You can get it via the Downloads page of MPMB’s website. 


MPMB's Complete Spell Sheets per Class 
The complete spell sheets are a set of PDFs that contain pre-generated spell sheets for each class. These 


are generated using the Character Record Sheet's function to 'create full class spell list'. You can 


generate the same lists inside the character record sheet. These files are only available to those who 


join MPMB's Patreon. 


MPMB's Adventure Logsheets 
These documents are nothing more than the extracted adventure logsheet pages from the Character 


Record Sheet. These files are only available on DMs Guild, because they enforce exclusivity. 


MPMB's Spell Sheet Generator 
The spell sheet generator is a precursor to the character record sheet and is no longer actively 


supported. It is a macro-enabled Excel workbook that allows you to generate spell sheets. You can find 


it here on ENworld. 


This Excel is offered as legacy support, but it is highly recommended to use the Character Record Sheet 


to produce spell sheets, as they are more user-friendly, support higher quality graphics, are form-


fillable, and are editable on the fly. 


2.2 What is the difference between the Colourful and Printer 


Friendly (Redesign) versions? 
All of MPMB's PDF product come in four variants, all of which are identical in functionality. The only 


thing that differs is their appearance. 


Colourful - A4    &    Colourful - Letter Printer Friendly – Redesign Printer Friendly 


 


  



https://flapkan.com/downloads

https://www.patreon.com/morepurplemorebetter

https://www.dmsguild.com/browse.php?author=morepurplemorebetter

http://www.enworld.org/forum/rpgdownloads.php?do=download&downloadid=1180

https://flapkan.com/colourful_character_sheet

https://flapkan.com/printer_friendly_character_sheet

https://flapkan.com/printer_friendly_character_sheet
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Colourful 
The Colourful versions follow the design of Javier Aumente's D&D 5e hojas de personaje. 


The Colourful versions are made to fit a paper size exactly. Use the A4 version if you print to A4 paper 


and the Letter version if you normally print to Letter format paper. 


Unlike the Printer Friendly sheets, the Colourful versions have a lot more information on each page, 


including general combat rules references. 


Go to MPMB’s website to learn more about the Colourful version. 


Printer Friendly (Redesign) 
The Printer Friendly versions were made to emulate the look and feel of the official character sheet by 


Wizards of the Coast. 


The Printer Friendly - Redesign version is identical in lay-out to the Printer Friendly version, but uses 


graphical elements designed by MPMB instead of those taken from the official character sheet by 


Wizards of the Coast. The dragon heads used for the Redesign version are taken from 5th Ed. Complete 


Character Sheet by Bruno Mendonça (front page) and the character sheet by /tg's /5eg (player 


reference page). 


Contrary to the Colourful versions, the Printer Friendly versions have an extra page for rules reference.  


Go to MPMB’s website to learn more about the Printer Friendly version. 


2.3 How can I update to the latest version? 
Because MPMB's Character Record Sheet is just a document and not a full program, you can't initiate 


an update from within. Instead, you will have to download the latest version (which you can find 


here) and import the content of your old character sheet into this newer version. 


This is done using the 'Import' button (or 'Import/Export' bookmark) and then selecting 'Import a 


character directly from another MPMB's Character Sheet PDF'. 


For a step-by-step explanation, see the How-To Guide: Updating to a New Version on MPMB’s website. 


2.4 Why didn’t everything come along when updating to the 


latest version? 
See question 2.3 above. 


What can be imported depends on the version of the sheet you are importing from. The sheet goes 


through all the fields and looks if the older version has the same fields and imports them. Older 


versions of the sheet might have different names for fields. As a result, these differently named fields 


will not import. 


2.5 Why are (some) images not importing to a new PDF? 
Images that you put in the icon/image fields by selecting something from the built-in menus can 


always be imported in a new sheet. These aren’t actually imported, just matched to what the old sheet 


had set them to. 


However, images that you added yourself can only be imported if you are using Adobe Acrobat 


Standard or Adobe Acrobat Pro. The function required to do this is restricted in Adobe Acrobat Reader. 


If you want to have this functionality, I advise contacting Adobe. 


2.6 Are there MPMB products for older editions of D&D? 
Morepurplemorebetter has only made things for the 5th edition of D&D, not for any other editions or 


for other tabletop roleplaying games. 



http://partidaderol.hol.es/index.php/hojas-de-personaje

https://flapkan.com/colourful_character_sheet

https://www.dmsguild.com/product/175853

https://www.dmsguild.com/product/175853

https://flapkan.com/printer_friendly_character_sheet

https://flapkan.com/downloads

https://flapkan.com/downloads

https://flapkan.com/how-to/update-sheet
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3 USING THE SHEETS 
Note that a lot of questions can be answered by reading the tooltips (mouseover texts) of the fields. 


Simply hover your cursor over the field and you will see an explanatory text appear. 


3.1 I’m doing Adventurers League play; can I use this sheet? 
The sheet is specially tuned for Adventurer’s League play with several features. Simply press the “Adv. 


League” button and you will see a menu of options to make your Adventure League live easier. 


On top of that there is an option to add an infinite amount of Adventurer’s Logsheets. Click on the 


“Layout” button for the visibility of pages and for adding/removing additional pages.  


However, you should note that not all options offered by the sheet are legal. Not all class and race 


options found in this sheet are allowed in the League. Also, some of the actions described in the rules 


section are taken from the DMG and are therefore, by the strict definition of the rules, not officially 


part of the Adventurer’s League repertoire. 


For more details on what is and isn’t allowed, check out the Adventurers League resources. You can 


access the Adventurer’s League Downloads Center by asking your organizer for the password if you 


are one of the designated DMs. 


Using the Source Selection Dialog, you can set the sources available for the sheet. There is even a 


special source called “All official WotC backgrounds” that you can leave enabled so that you have 


access to all backgrounds even when you set a source to be excluded to use the ‘PHB + 1’ rule. 


3.2 Why are not all pages visible? 
Not all the pages or parts of pages are visible by default. Some pages and parts of pages are optional. 


You can show them by doing one of the following: 


1. Clicking on a (greyed out) bookmark of a page; 


2. Using the "Layout" button in the 'JavaScript Window'-toolbar; 


3. Using the "Navigation" or "Set Pages Layout" bookmarks. 


For pages of which you can have multiple copies (companion, notes, wild shape, adventurers logsheet, 


and spell sheets), you can add and remove them using the button/bookmarks mentioned above. You 


will also find buttons on the pages themselves to add/remove them. 


Note that you need Adobe Acrobat (Reader, Standard of Pro) to make use of these features (see 1.2 The 


PDF is not working, what could it be?). 


3.3 How do I print a blank sheet, without the form fields? 
It is possible to print a sheet that has none of the auto-filled content. Simply click the “Print” button 


(found in the ‘JavaScript Window’-toolbar and in the bookmarks) and check the box labelled “Hide 


all fields as to print a truly empty sheet to fill out by hand” before continuing to the print dialog. Note 


that before you print, you can add (any number of) companion pages, adventure logsheets, wild shape 


pages, as well as spell sheet pages with nothing but empty lines on it. 


If you want to make a level 2 Fighter that later on also added 3 levels of Barbarian, you will have to 


write it like “Fighter 2, Barbarian 3”. In this case, the Fighter is seen as the primary class, thus you get 


proficiencies, starting equipment, etc. from the Fighter class, not from the Barbarian class. 



https://dnd.wizards.com/articles/events/adventurers-league-resources
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3.4 How do I change the calculated values and modifiers (e.g. 


from magic items)? 
You can add modifiers to any of the calculated values of the sheet, effectively changing the result. You 


can do this with the so-called ‘Modifier’ fields. These Modifier fields are hidden by default and you 


can toggle their visibility with the "Mods" button in the 'JavaScript Window'-toolbar and with the 


"Modifiers" bookmark. 


Once these fields are visible, you will find them next to a calculated field. You can add numbers to 


them and also use ability score modifiers as dynamic variables. You can even make a short formula 


like “Str+2” to add the Strength modifier and +2 to the calculated value. If you hold down the Ctrl, 


Shift, or Cmd key on your keyboard while you click in the field, a pop-up dialog will open that explains 


this better. 


Besides these modifier fields, for weapons, armour and shields you can also add a modifier by writing 


it as "+1" or "-5" into the name field for either. This will be added to both weapon damage and to hit 


for attacks, or to AC for armour/shields. 


3.5 How do I add the firearms from the DMG? 
Because many people load a script containing the Dungeon Master’s Guide, while not using the 


firearms from it, the sheet automatically sets those weapons to be ‘excluded’ when importing a script 


for it so that they aren’t listed by default. 


To include the firearms from the Dungeon Master’s Guide, open the Source Selection Dialog (using 


the “Source” button in the ‘JavaScript Window’-toolbar or the “Source Material” bookmark). In that 


dialog, make sure that the source “Dungeon Master’s Guide (DMG)” is included in the right. 


Subsequently, click on “Weapons/Attack” and make sure that the firearms are also included on the 


right. Then close each dialog by clicking ‘Apply’. 


3.6 How do I add the Honour or Sanity ability? 
You can add either Honour or Sanity as an ability by using the “Ability Scores” dialog. Open this dialog 


using the “Scores” button in the 'JavaScript Window'-bookmark or the “Ability Scores” bookmark. In 


this dialog you will have to set the drop-down box near the bottom to show the desired ability. The 


sheet sometimes used the three-letter abbreviation “HoS” to refer to this ability. 


3.7 What does the abbreviation “HoS” stand for? 
This abbreviation is used by the sheet to refer to the 7th ability score, which can be either “Honour” 


or “Sanity”. See also 3.6 How do I add the Honour or Sanity ability?. 


3.8 What is the source “All official WotC backgrounds” and how 


does it work? 
This source is specifically added for Adventurers League play (AL). In AL, you can only use the PHB 


and one other official WotC published source book (the PHB+1 rule). However, you can use 


backgrounds from any official WotC resource. To accommodate this, all backgrounds are listed as 


being included in the “All official WotC backgrounds” source. 


Thus, when you excluded a source, but still include the “All WotC backgrounds” source, you will still 


have all AL-legal backgrounds listed as options. 


As a result of this, you should be aware that if you excluded the “All WotC backgrounds” source but 


not anything else, all backgrounds are also still listed as they are all part of one source or another. 
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3.9 Class features are greyed-out, how do I make them work? 
The sheet will test to see if a class feature is available based on its prerequisites. If the character doesn’t 


meet the prerequisites, you won’t be able to select the feature using the “Choose Features” button. 


If you want the sheet to ignore these prerequisites and simply make all features accessible, add the 


following code to the sheet using one of the “Add Extra Materials” dialogs (which you can open with 


the “Add Extra Materials” bookmark): 


ignorePrereqs = true; 


3.10 Why isn’t my prestige class recognized? 
D&D 5e doesn’t have many prestige classes, only one that has been released by WotC in the Unearthed 


Arcana: Prestige Classes and Rune Magic article, although there are undoubtedly many homebrew out 


there. 


If you want to use a prestige class, you first have to make sure that its source is included, using the 


“Sources” button in the ‘JavaScript Window’-toolbar or “Source Material” bookmark. 


If you have done the above and the prestige class’ name is still not recognized, it might be that your 


character doesn’t meet its prerequisites. You can circumvent this by doing the same as the answer 


above, adding the following line of code to one of the “Add Extra Material” dialogs: 


ignorePrereqs = true; 


3.11 Why are not all the Cantrips present as a weapon option? 
This is intentional. Only the cantrips that require an attack roll or that do damage after a saving throw 


are available as an option. Cantrips are omitted if they require a saving throw to cause another 


condition, are not instantaneous, or if they are not specifically meant to use as an attack. 


3.12 How does the Wild Shape calculation work? 
The rules in the Player’s Handbook state the following when it comes to the modifiers (i.e. proficiency 


bonus or not, and which proficiency bonus) to use for attacks, skills, and saving throws: 


“Your game statistics are replaced by the statistics of the beast, but you retain your 
alignment, personality, and Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma scores. You also 
retain all of your skill and saving throw proficiencies, in addition to gaining those of 
the creature. If the creature has the same proficiency as you and the bonus in its stat 
block is higher than yours, use the creature’s bonus instead of yours. If the creature 
has any legendary or lair actions, you can’t use them.” (Player’s Handbook, page 67) 


Unfortunately, this text is rather vague and open to interpretation. There has been no official 


clarification on this and (online) opinions are greatly divided. The closest thing to an official 


explanation is found in this podcast from 5 April 2017 (at 7:00). 


As with everything, your DM might have a different view on how you should calculate saving throws, 


skills, and attack bonuses for wild shapes than what this sheet uses by default. 


To accommodate everybody, the sheet offers 7 ways to have the Wild Shape calculated. You can 


change the way they are calculated with the “Wild Shape Options” button on the Wild Shape page. 


  



http://dnd.wizards.com/articles/features/chris-avellone-and-philip-daigle-planescape-torment-enhanced-edition
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Option What happens 
Use druid's prof. bonus 


if druid is prof. 


[default] 


The sheet will use the proficiency bonus of the character for whatever 


skill or save the character is proficient in, and the creature’s proficiency 


bonus for whatever skill or save the creature is proficient in. If both are 


proficient, it will use the higher of the two. 


The sheet will use the creature’s proficiency bonus for the attacks. 


Use druid's prof. bonus 


for all prof. – Excluding 
attacks and expertise 


The sheet will use the proficiency bonus of the character for whatever 


skill or save the character or the creature is proficient in. This will be 


doubled for something the character has expertise in, but will not be 


doubled for something only the creature seemingly has expertise in. 


Instead it will treat those as an inherent bonus the creature possesses. 


The sheet will use the creature’s proficiency bonus for the attacks. 


Use druid's prof. bonus 


for all prof. – Including 
attacks 


Same as above (i.e. Excluding attacks and expertise), with the exception 


that now the sheet will also use the proficiency bonus of the character 


to calculate the to hit value of the attacks. 


Use druid's prof. bonus 


for all prof. – Including 
expertise 


Same as above (i.e. Excluding attacks and expertise), with the exception 


that now the sheet will also double the proficiency bonus of the 


character if only the creature seemingly has expertise in a skill. 


Use druid's prof. bonus 


for all prof. – Including 
attacks and expertise 


Same as the combination of the two above (i.e. Including attacks & 


Including expertise) for calculating the attack to hit and skills the 


creature is proficient with. 


Use creature's prof. 


bonus for all prof. 


The sheet will use the proficiency bonus of the creature for whatever 


skill or save the character or the creature is proficient in. 


The sheet will use the creature’s proficiency bonus for the attacks. 


Only compare based on 


total number 


The sheet will compare the creature’s stat block with the bonus for skills 


or saves on the first page, and use the higher one it finds. 


The sheet will use the creature’s proficiency bonus for the attacks. 


3.12.1 How are the Wild Shape ability scores chosen? 
The sheet will use the Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma scores as they are displayed on the sheet. 


If the character has a magic item that magically alters the score, but won’t be active during Wild 


Shape, you will have to manually change the ability score after the Wild Shape’s stats have been added. 


3.12.2 How do the modifiers in the Blue Text fields influence Wild Shape? 
The sheet will use any modifiers in the Blue Text fields on the first page and add them to the applicable 


skill, save, initiative, or passive perception. This is also true for the Blue Text fields that modify all the 


skills, all the saves, add Jack of All Trades, and add Remarkable Athlete. 


3.13 How do I select a racial variant (e.g. variant human or 


colour of dragonborn)? 
You can select the variant of a race in one of three ways: 


1. Use the pop-up dialog that appears when you select the race from the drop-down box; 


2. Enter the variant race name in the race field (e.g. “Human (variant)” or “Black Dragonborn”); 


3. Use the “Racial Options” button on the second page. 


If the “Racial Options” button is not visible on the second page and not pop-up window appeared 


when first selecting the race, then there are no racial variants available. This might be because you 


don’t have the sources loaded that include the racial variant you are looking for. Open the Source 


Selection Dialog to find out, using the “Source” button in the ‘JavaScript Window’-toolbar or the 


“Source Material” bookmark. After making the racial variants available, you will have to clear the 


race field and apply the race again for you to be able to make a selection. 
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3.14 How do I make a multiclass character? 
You can make a multiclass character in one of two ways: 


1. Using the Class Selection Dialog. This is the easiest way by far. You can open this dialog with 


the “Class” button in the ‘JavaScript Window’-toolbar and with the “Class Selection” 


bookmark; 


2. Entering the different class names followed by their class level, in the “Class” field on the first 


page. It is very important that you write the level of the class directly behind the class name, 


because that is how the sheet relates the level to the class. The first class you enter will be seen 


as the class you took your 1st level in. The rest of the classes will be seen as having been added 


later. 
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4 ADDING (CUSTOM) OPTIONS TO THE SHEETS 


4.1 How can I add a class/race/feat/spell/background to the 


sheet? 
You can add extra content to the sheet by importing materials written in the right JavaScript Syntax. 


Content written in this syntax is referred to as a ‘script’. Importing a script is done using the “Add 


Extra Materials” bookmark in the PDF. 


There are two kinds of materials you can import: 


1. Content created by somebody else, for which there is a How-To Guide on MPMB’s website. 


2. Content you create yourself, for which you have to refer to 5: Creating Additional Content for 


the Sheet 


4.2 Will you add this content I found (or made)? 
It is a lot of work to add content to the sheet’s automation because everything has to be rewritten to 


the right JavaScript syntax. As a result of this, I offer the service of transcribing materials only to those 


who pledge at the Sorcerer-tier or higher level at MPMB’s Patreon. 


Don’t forget that you can always manually add or change things in the sheet after the automation has 


done its thing. That way you can still use any homebrew, DMs Guild content, or custom rules your 


group uses. 


If you want to add custom content and are willing to do the legwork, see part 5: Creating Additional 


Content for the Sheet. If you are unable to get it working, don’t be afraid to contact me. 


If you are asking in regards to official materials by Wizards of the Coast, see 4.3 What rules does this 


sheet use?. 


4.3 What rules does this sheet use? 
The sheet uses the 5th edition Dungeon & Dragon® rules released in official, playtested material from 


The Wizards of the Coast. Untested or homebrew material is not featured (see 4.2 Will you add this 


content I found (or made)?). Every feature automatically added by the sheet will have a reference to 


a resource, with page number. This reference will appear in the text or in the mouseover/tooltip text 


(or both). You can look up the used abbreviations in the Source Selection Dialog, which you can open 


with the “Sources” button in the ‘JavaScript Window’ or with the “Source Materials” bookmarks. 


The official errata and Sage Advice articles can be found on the website of The Wizards of the Coast. 


Official errata and clarifications are also implemented in the sheet. However, some minor things are 


interpretations by the author of the sheet, but this was only done if there were no official rulings 


available. Note that rule clarifications via Twitter are not official, but those in Sage Advice are. 


4.4 When will the newest Wizards of the Coast material be 


added? 
Only the material present in the System Reference Document (SRD) is available within the sheet. For 


an explanation why, see 1.1 Where are all the options? Why can’t I find everything from the Player’s 


Handbook? 


It is possible to get additional content into the sheet, and MorePurpleMoreBetter has some third-party 


content ready for importing over on his GitHub. This does not include any content by WotC, as that 


would be infringing on their copyright. 


You can also find a lot of content made by fans of the sheet over on the /r/MPMB subreddit. 



https://flapkan.com/how-to/import-scripts#Importing-a-script

https://www.patreon.com/morepurplemorebetter

https://dnd.wizards.com/articles/features/ph_errata

https://dnd.wizards.com/articles/features/sage-advice-june2015

http://dnd.wizards.com/articles/features/systems-reference-document-srd

https://github.com/morepurplemorebetter/MPMBs-Character-Record-Sheet/tree/master/additional%20content

https://www.reddit.com/r/mpmb/
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5 CREATING ADDITIONAL CONTENT FOR THE SHEET 
By default, MPMB's Character Record Sheets only contains the content that Wizards of the Coast has 


made available for others to use freely, the System Reference Document (SRD). If you want to know 


why these character builders now only contain this limited content, see 


It is possible to add custom content to the sheet, using the right JavaScript syntax. Content written in 


such a syntax is referred to as a ‘script’. You can add scripts to the sheet using the “Add Extra 


Materials” bookmark. Thing added this way will be run whenever you open the sheet, allowing you 


to add your homebrew to the databases used in the automations. Note that this feature can potentially 


break the working of the sheet, so be careful. If you don’t know if what you are doing is correct, don’t 


worry, there are a lot of people over at MPMB subreddit who can help you if you run into any issues. 


5.1 How to get started 
To create a script, use the JavaScript syntax. The syntax files contain a lot of comments to help you 


along the way of what you can and can’t do. There is already a lot of content made for the sheet, which 


you can use as examples for adding your own. 


Link to the JavaScript Syntax for custom scripts: GitHub 


Link to the code as used in the sheet, to be used as examples: GitHub  


Links to fan-made additions & third-party material, to be used as examples: GitHub, MPMB subreddit 


Note that the above things are code and you should pay great attention to the use of punctuation 


marks! Anything after two forward slashes // is ignored in JavaScript and is there to explain to you 


what that line does. Other important things to understand about JavaScript is the way a String and an 


Array look like. 


Please write your JavaScript in a code editor and save it somewhere on your hard disk. Don’t write it 


in the “Add Custom Script”-dialog, because you might not be able to retrieve your input. By having 


your script separate, you can easily add it to future versions of this sheet. An editor that I can 


recommend is Notepad++, it is easy to use and its colour-coding of text helps with reading JavaScript. 


Whatever you do avoid using text-editors like MS Word because they screw up quotation marks and 


ruin your scripts. 


You can only add homebrew material as long as it has a unique name. If you try to add material with 


the same name, or parts of the same name as existing material, it will result in errors (i.e. trying to 


add a class called “Wild Barbarian”, or a subclass called “Raging Necromancer” will not end well). 


The JavaScript Syntax files use example-names which you will have to change. 


In the examples and JavaScript Syntax files, take note when the text is completely written in lower 


case, as this is very important for the functionality. It is no problem if you use names with spaces or 


punctuation marks in them. 


5.2 Please post your creations! 
Whatever you end up making, there are certainly more people interested in it than just you and your 


group. If you don’t mind other people using the addition you made for MPMB’s Character Record 


Sheets, please post your creation over at MPMB subreddit. 


5.3 My script is getting an error, but it doesn’t say where? 
When you add your script to the sheet, you will get a warning if your script produces an error, but 


the sheet can’t tell you what part of the script is generating that error. However, when you run your 


script from the “JavaScript Debugger Console” (a built-in Acrobat feature), it will tell you the exact 


line that the error appears on. 



http://dnd.wizards.com/articles/features/systems-reference-document-srd

https://www.reddit.com/r/mpmb/

GitHub

https://github.com/morepurplemorebetter/MPMBs-Character-Record-Sheet/tree/master/additional%20content%20syntax

https://github.com/morepurplemorebetter/MPMBs-Character-Record-Sheet/tree/master/_variables

https://github.com/morepurplemorebetter/MPMBs-Character-Record-Sheet/tree/master/additional%20content%20syntax

https://www.reddit.com/r/mpmb/

http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_obj_string.asp

http://www.w3schools.com/js/js_arrays.asp

https://notepad-plus-plus.org/download/

https://www.reddit.com/r/mpmb/
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You can open this console from within the script import dialogs using the “JS Console” buttons or by 


pressing Ctrl+J if you run Adobe Acrobat Pro or Standard. The description of the error will show a 


line number when the code is run from inside the console. 


If your code is not producing an error when you add it, but when using the thing you added it hangs 


(i.e. the progress dialog at the bottom right gets stuck), you can also see the error code in the console 


if you turn on the feature ‘Show console on errors and messages’ in Acrobat. To do that, go to Edit >> 


Preferences… Ctrl+K >> JavaScript. 


5.4 Note on Racial Variants (RaceSubList) 
First of all, racial variants are not subraces. If you want to add a subrace, see how to add a race. 


Subraces vary so much that it was easier to add them as a separate entry in the RaceList. A racial 


option, as present in the RaceSubList, is a (minor) choice the race offers you. An example of a racial 


option is the dragon type of a dragonborn or the variant option for humans. 


5.5 How do I add my own automation to the sheet? 
Adobe has an extensive API for JavaScript functionality in Acrobat. You can use it to define new 


functions and add new features to the sheets. Write the JavaScript and add it like you would add any 


other content. Even though you can define functions in your script, you can’t add document-level 


functions, but you can add document-level variables by omitting the ‘var’. So if you want to add a 


function, simply write it as newFunction = function(){}. 


If you don’t want to add JavaScript to the sheet, but instead want to add homebrew elements, see the 


syntax linked to above. You can combine any set of elements using the syntax below, you are not 


limited to only adding one of them. 


 



http://wwwimages.adobe.com/content/dam/Adobe/en/devnet/acrobat/pdfs/AcrobatDC_js_api_reference.pdf
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/*
----------MorePurpleMoreBetter's Import Functions----------
This file enables MPMB's Character Record sheet "Direct Import" functionality to Import Icons.
Please add this file in the "Javascripts" folder of your Adobe Acrobat installation.
This is required because of the security rules enforced by Adobe Acrobat.

Where the "Javascripts" folder is located depends on where you installed Adobe Acrobat, the version of Adobe Acrobat, and the operating system.
*/

var MPMBImportFunctions_isInstalled = true;

//open a file and set it as the global.docFrom variable
var MPMBOpenFile = app.trustedFunction(function(docObj, aPath, relative){
	app.beginPriv();
	global.docFrom = relative ? app.openDoc({cPath: aPath, oDoc: this}) : app.openDoc(aPath);
	global.docTo = docObj;
	global.docTo.bringToFront();
	app.endPriv();
});

//saves the file to the designated path
var MPMBSaveFile = app.trustedFunction(function(docObj, newPath){
	app.beginPriv();
	try {
		docObj.saveAs({
			cPath: newPath,
			bCopy: false,
			bPromptToOverwrite: false
		});
		var theRe = true;
	} catch (e) {
		var theRe = false;
	};
	app.endPriv();
	return theRe;
});

//insert a page from another file as the last page
var MPMBImportPage = app.trustedFunction(function(docObj, fromPath, fromPage){
	app.beginPriv();
	try {
		docObj.insertPages({
			nPage: docObj.numPages - 1,
			cPath: fromPath,
			nStart: fromPage,
		});
		var theRe = true;
	} catch (e) {
		var theRe = false;
	};
	app.endPriv();
	return theRe;
});



